


The Gyuto Tantric Choir here intones excerpts from their most important chants in a continuous stream of 
sound. To provide a wriety of sounds, the Chant Master selected these segments from much longer chants for 
their power and sonic beauty. 

TRACK ONE - solo, choir, small bells (dih), small drum (dwnaru) 

41 INITIATION CEREMONY OF GUHYASAMAIA TANTRA (~:00-8.W) 

I W n s  believe that every living being has the potential to achieve Enbhtenment The vast nUfnbe~ of Tantric 



ZJmyears ago in India, the Buddha realized enlightenment and founded his teaching of freedom, love, 
and wisdom. Buddhism slowly spread all over Asia, coming to Tibet in the 7th century A.D. By the 15th 
century, Tiitan Buddhism had become the conservatory of the complete array of ancient knowledge long 
lost to invasions and holocausts in outer Asia. Huge monastic universities were founded in Ulasa, and 
students came from many regions to cultiiate enl&tenment. 

To preserve the most a&anced and esoteric teachings, the Gyuto Tantric University was founded in 1474 by 
ley Kunga Dondrub, a graduate of the older Gyume Tantric University. Monastic training was based on the 
rituals of the Guhyammja jam. From practice of its unexcelled yogas, unique arts and sciences 
emerged. In particular, a type of multiphonic chanting was developed, in which each monk sings two or 
three tones simultaneously. This tranxendentaly beautiful sound is the result of many years of practice and 
dedication 

Gyuto grew from the original 32 disciples to over 900. They spent their days and nights in prayer, study, 
contemplation, and practice of ritual arts, induding making tankas and mandalas both with paint and 
colored sand; sculpture in metal, clay, and butter; chanting and spiritual healing. They were often invited in 
small groups all over Tibet, to perform ceremonies blessing the land and people. In 1949 China invaded Tibet 
and began systematic suppression of Buddhism, the center of Tibetan culture. Many monks and nuns were 
jailed or killed. After the Lhasa massacre in 1959, only 90 Gyuto monks were able to follow His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama into exile in India. They have since reestablished their University at Tenzin Gang in a remote area 
in North East India, and have initiated over 400 monks of the younger generation. 

In 1987, tensions between Tibetans and Chinese increased dramatically, and refugees again flooded into to 
India and Nepal. Many young men wanted to use their freedom to become Gyuto monk To accommodate 
this need, Gyuto leaders decided to construct a larger monastery in Dharamsala near the residence of His 
Holiness the Dalia Lama, where 5M) new monks could be trained. To raise funds, they traveled to Europe 
and the USA to perform their ceremonies for the Western public sharing the splendor of Tibetan culture, and 
Messing the enire planet. They succeeded in this project and most buildings ;re now completed. 
Subsequent tours have raised funds for improved facilities and expanded educational programs. 



I , 

I 
gver  since first hearing Huston Smith's recordings of the Gyuto monks in 

1969, these amazing and inspiring sounds have been my constant 

companions. With kindness and compassion, the monks chant for freedom, 

hope, and peace. We therefore dedicate this recording to the promise of a 

safer and better world. -MICKEY HART 
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